How To Increase Your Bench Press With Proper Technique

The average gym member will usually try to increase their bench press by
doing more reps, sets, or weight on bench press. When in reality they will
gain more strength and make better progress over the long term if they
focused their effort on improving their bench press lifting technique rather
than simply lifting more.
The best way to make big strength gains in your bench press in the shortest
period of time is to improve your form. The techniques listed below are used
by the best bench pressers in the world. But keep in mind that changing
your bench press technique can take a bit of getting used to and initially
your poundage may go down before you get the hang of the new technique.
This is just like when you first learned how to use a computer and started off
as a two-finger typist. You can type with two fingers, but not very fast. Then
when someone eventually taught you the proper way to type, using all
fingers, you probably found it very frustrating at first. Most likely you
couldn't even type as fast as you could with just two fingers. But with a bit
of practice you eventually got to the point where you can click away on the
keyboard faster using the proper typing technique compared to the old two
finger method. The same will hold true for your bench press, once you get
used to the proper lifting technique your strength gains will progress much
faster.

Proper Bench Press Technique
Many people do not realize how much strength they lose by making the bar
travel further than necessary. The less distance you have to move the
weight the stronger you will be. To shorten the distance that you press the
bar you need to expand your rib cage and stick your chest out and arch your
back without lifting your hips off of the bench. At the same time squeeze
your shoulder blades back together behind you.
You can even try this now while sitting hear reading this. Right now sit up
tall in your chair and take a deep breath, expand your rib cage, and stick
your chest out as far as you can. At the same time squeeze your shoulder
blades back as far as you can. Now do it again, but this time hold your arms
out in front of you as if you were doing a bench press. You can even
alternate holding your arms out in front with your upper body relaxed and
then holding your arms out in front with your chest out and shoulders back.
There will be at least a few inches of distance in the difference. By
expanding your chest you can shave an inch or two off your bench press
stroke. And by pulling you shoulder blades back together you'll reduce the
distance by another inch or two. Look at the picture below and you'll see the
difference. See how far the elbows are in front of the torso in the first pic
compared to the second pic. Yet, the arms are straight and locked out in
both pictures.

In addition to proper upper body positioning, you also need to drive through
your legs to be a good bench presser. When you set up on the bench your
feet should be firmly planted on the floor and you should push with your legs
as if you were trying to slide your back up the bench, without actually letting
your back slide up the bench. A lot of powerlifters will put lifting chalk along
their upper back to help create more friction on the bench and allow them to
drive with their legs without sliding up the bench. This will help stabilize and
support the entire body and also help you hold the "chest out and shoulders
back" position even better.
When you position yourself on the bench press, set up so that your eyes are
in direct line with the bar. This is the ideal place to take the bar out of the
rack and maintain your proper body position as outlined above.
To handle maximum weights you need to keep your entire body tight. Once
you are set up on the bench, grasp the barbell and squeeze it hard and try
to pull outwards while keeping that tight grip on the bar. This will instantly
tense and activate the muscles in the upper back and create a more solid
base.
Once you un-rack the bar hold it at arms length for a couple seconds and let
the weights settle. Focus on keeping your proper set up by sticking your
chest out, pulling your shoulders back, and driving with your feet. Then take
a deep breath and hold your air. By holding your air you'll stabilize your
torso and keep more tension in your body. (Note: you can breath in and out
normally in between reps, but during the actual lift itself hold your air in).
Lower the bar somewhere between your nipples and where your chest and
upper abdominals meet. The actual spot where you touch the bar may vary
from person to person, and depends on your individual body structure.

As you lower the bar keep your elbows tucked in so that your upper arms
are at a 45 degree angle with the sides of your torso. By keeping your
elbows tucked in like this, and not letting them flare straight out to the sides
you'll keep more strength in the bottom of the lift and place less stress on
your shoulder joints.
When you lift the bar back up the chest muscles will start the initial drive off
the body, but once you get half way up the triceps will take over and finish
the lift. To help activate the triceps more and lockout the lift, visualize
straightening your arms out underneath the bar. Rather then trying to keep

pressing the bar up. Another way to think of it is to visualize shoving
yourself away from the bar, rather then pressing the bar.
To show you what I mean, stand up against a wall and assume a push up
position. Lean in and push hard against the wall, almost like you are trying
to push a stuck car. In this position you are pushing hard, but your elbows
are still bent. Try it again, but this time stand up against the wall, and
instead of pushing hard against the wall, just focus on straightening your
arms out and shove yourself away from the wall.
This is what you should do when you get to the half way point of the rep,
rather then just pushing against the bar, focus on straightening out your
arms underneath the bar and shoving yourself away. This change in focus
can really help you finish off the lift when you hit the sticky point half way
up.
Implementing these technique tips into your bench press workouts will take
a bit of practice, but once you get good at them the results are amazing.
You'll feel solid and strong during your lifts and most importantly you'll be
able to lift more weight, with better form, and less risk injury as you will not
be placing excess stress on the shoulder joints.

